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COST Action CA15104 (IRACON) aims to achieve scientific networking and
cooperation in novel design and analysis methods for 5G, and beyond-5G, radio
communication networks.
The scientific activities of the action are organized according to two types of Working
Groups: disciplinary and experimental Working Groups. In total, IRACON consists of
6 working groups: Radio Channels (DWG1), PHY layer (DWG2), NET Layer
(DWG3), OTA Testing (EWG-OTA), Internet-of-Things (EWG-IoT), Localization
and Tracing (EWG-LT) and Radio Access (EWG-RA). A sub-working group of
EWG-IoT was also recently created: IoT for Health.
This report details the set of experimental facilities made available by COST partners
and used for the research in the framework of the EWG-OTA, EWG-IoT, EWG-LT and
EWG-RA.
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1. Introduction
IRACON, aims to achieve scientific breakthroughs, by introducing novel design and
analysis methods for 5G, and beyond-5G, radio communication networks. IRACON
aims at proposing solutions for inclusive and multidimensional communication
systems with a wide variety of devices, practical constraints and real-world scenarios,
addressing systems ranging from very simple transceivers and sensors, to smartphones
and highly flexible cognitive radios. One of the challenges of the project is to perform
experimental research on Over-the-Air (OTA) testing, IoT, localisation, tracking and
radio access. These topics are addressed within four Experimental WGs (EWGs),
focused on specific topics through a transversal approach.
In this framework, different experimental facilities are made available by institutions
to IRACON participants in order to test new algorithms, techniques and protocols in
real-world contexts, enabling a coordinated effort among experts of separated
disciplines, as complex test beds need a variety of suitably joint and coordinated
competences. These experimental facilities are described in this Deliverable, together
with their availability (remote or on site testing) to IRACON partners.
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2. EWG-OTA: Over-The-Air Testing
The goal of this EWG is to investigate and validate new OTA testing methods,
channel models (in coordination with DWG1) for implementation in advanced OTA
testing set-ups for inclusive networks (large objects, small ad-hoc networks, adaptive
networks, etc.).
The experimental facilities made available by partners are described below.
2.1 RADIOCOM@GUT-RWPL
The radio wave propagation laboratory (RWPL) of the Department of Radio
Communication Systems and Networks (RADIOCOM) at Gdańsk University of
Technology (GUT) is interested in the following research topics:
 mobile and fixed field-strength measurements,
 mobile and fixed spectrum monitoring,
 propagation models for outdoor, indoor and special environments,
 radio wave propagation for aerospace and maritime systems,
 impulse response of radio channels up to 26 GHz,
 multipath propagation and radio wave polarization,
 radio wave propagation for Body Area Networks,
 radio wave propagation for wireless systems for threats monitoring and public
security.
The main available measurement equipment has been listed in the table below.
Tab. 2.1.1. List of the main available equipment at RADIOCOM@GUT-RWPL
Category

Spectrum analyser

Vector network analyzer

Equipment

Pcs

Frequency band

Agilent N9030A

1

3 Hz to 26.5 GHz

Anritsu MS2724B

1

9 kHz to 20 GHz

Anritsu MS2721B

1

9 kHz to 7.1 GHz

Keysight N9914A

1

5 kHz to 6.5 GHz

Anritsu MS2690A

1

50 Hz to 6 GHz

Agilent E5071C

1

300 kHz to 20 GHz
Depending on the probe:

Broadband field meter

Narda NBM-550

1

 100 kHz to 6 GHz (E field)
 100 MHz to 60 GHz (E field)
 1 Hz to 400 kHz (E, H field)

Agilent E8267D

Vector signal generator

1

250 kHz to 20 GHz

R&S SMU200A

4

100 kHz to 6 GHz (1 channel)
100 kHz to 3 GHz (2 channels)
100 kHz to 2.2 GHz (1 channel)
100 kHz to 2.2 GHz (1 channel)

R&S SMBV100A

1

9 kHz to 6 GHz

R&S AFQ100A

1

System bandwidth: 200 MHz

R&S AFQ100B

1

System bandwidth: 528 MHz

R&S ESMD-SHF

1

20 kHz to 26.5 GHz

Baseband generator
Receiver
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R&S EM550

4

20 MHz to 3.6 GHz

AR 80S1G4

1

800 MHz to 4.2 GHz

AR 5S1G4

1

800 MHz to 4.2 GHz

AR 30S1G4

1

0.8 to 4.2 GHz

AR 50WD1000

1

DC to 1 GHz

PEA02-1-40

3

20 MHz to 1 GHz

Cobham OA2

4

300 MHz to 10 GHz

R&S HE300
(set of 3 antennas)

1

20 MHz to 200 MHz
200 MHz to 500 MHz
500 MHz to 7500 MHz

SAS-510-7

2

290 MHz to 7 GHz

LB-OSJ-0760

1

700 MHz to 6 GHz (dual polarised)

Cobham XPO2V

2

880 MHz to 2.175 GHz

R&S HK014

4

100 MHz to 1.3 GHz

Cobham XPO3V

1

500 MHz to 1300 MHz

Cobham OA1

1

30 MHz to 512 MHz

RF Amplifier

Antenna

Based on the equipment listed above several test beds for automated propagation
measurements have been developed. Two examples of these test beds have been
presented in the figures below.
On-body
Tx antenna

On-body
Rx antenna

Vector Signal
Generator

Spectrum
Analyzer

R&S SMU200A

Anritsu MS2724B

Transmitting section

Receiving Section

LAN

Portable
Computer

Fig. 2.1.1. Test bed for measurements of body-to-body channels
For the IRACON members the equipment of the RADIOCOM@GUT-RWPL can be
used for free, but only on site (in Gdańsk, Poland), e.g. under STSM scheme, and only
for non-commercial academic purposes. The results achieved by using the presented
equipment have been presented in the following TDs: TD(16)01003, TD(16)02002,
TD(17)03006, TD(17)05013.
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Fig. 2.1.2. Testbed for measurements of off-body channels with antenna diversity
2.2 FORTE at Fraunhofer IIS
The FORTE laboratory (Facility for Over-The-air Research and Testing) in Ilmenau,
Germany, enables creating virtual electromagnetic (propagation) environments for
over-the-air testing of wireless mobile communications equipment, both for satellite
mobile and terrestrial mobile systems. The facility located in Ilmenau, Germany, is
built and operated by the Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Circuits IIS in
cooperation with Technische Universität Ilmenau.
FORTE houses two Over-the-Air (OTA) testbeds:
 (System-transparent) emulation of environments for satellite mobile
communications (“SatCom on the Move”), including round-trip delays,
atmospheric effects, shadowing by vegetation or buildings, and motion of
vehicle-born terminals, for various orbit types, frequency bands (Ku, Ka), and
terrains/built-up areas;
 Wave-Field Synthesis (WFS) for frequencies up to 3 GHz for small mobile
terminals; targeted communication systems are 3G and 4G cellular mobile
systems as are Global Navigation Satellite Systems, typically in L-Band. An
upgrade to 6GHz for ITS experiments is ongoing. For larger Equipment-underTest, approximately the size of a SMART or BMW i3 car, can be tested by
hybrid WFS based on the Wireless Cable (Radiated Two-stage) method.
All testbeds can be operated stand-alone or interconnected, concatenating realistic
satellite and terrestrial links. At the moment, the testbeds serve research activities for
regional, national, and European projects, with the satellite testbed being operated as
well for paying customers of Fraunhofer IIS.
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Additionally to the two OTA testbeds, a small LTE testbed is available too as integral
part of FORTE’s infrastructure. The LTE testbed can be operated stand-alone but is,
for instance, at present connected to the satellite testbed for an LTE-over-Sat project.
At the moment of writing, preparations are made for an automotive project connecting
it to the WFS testbed. Arbitrary interconnections between the two OTA testbeds and
the LTE testbed are foreseen but yet not fully tested.

Fig. 2.2.1. The FORTE site: laboratory building to the right and tower with
satellite emulator to the left

Fig. 2.2.2. Interior of dome of FORTE: anechoic chamber with
Motion Emulator (central) and RF-transparent window to
tower (upper-right)
What sets the FORTE testbeds apart from most other testbeds listed for IRACON is
their ability down to “OSI layer zero”, providing experimenters with unique
opportunities. As for reasons of safety and occupational health, human supervision of
a number of powerful components is mandatory, possibly demanding creative
solutions when fitting coupling FORTE to external experimental sites. This also
means that the use of FORTE generally is not for free, seen the cost of manually
operating the testbed. However, in context of joint project activities, testbed
experiments can be valued as part of the effort contributed by Fraunhofer IIS to the
project.
A more comprehensive description of the facility is given in Temporary Document
TD(16)02501.
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Table 2.2.1 Specifications of satellite OTA testbed main components
- Satellite emulator is available on 30 m platform (16°
elevation) and at 45 m (24° elevation)
Antenna tower
- Additional transmit antennas in azimuth (1° to 3°) to
emulate interference from other satellites
- Five power detectors at off-axis positions in azimuth and
elevation (Ku/Ka-Band)
- Synchronized measurement in all detectors
Detector cross
- Synchronized to the environment emulation
- Matched positioning of the detector for different antenna
patterns possible (detector separation between 1° and 6°)
- Roll and Pitch up to ±45°
Motion Emulator
- Yaw continuously
positioning
- Static accuracy better than 0.0083°
- Size 90 cm diameter.
Motion Emulator - Weight 30 kg
payload
- With reduced rate/acceleration:
size 140cm diameter weight 75 kg

Fig. 2.2.3. WFS testbed at FORTE, set up for MIMO OTA tests of handsets
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Table 2.2.2 Specifications of WFS testbed main components
Frequency range

350 – 3000 (6000) MHz

Bandwidth

80 MHz

Output power

max +10 dBm

Connectivity
Modes of
operation
Doppler spectra
Real-time
convolution

12 inputs x 32 outputs, i.e. 384 independently fading
channels
- Frequency domain with arbitrary independent frequency
transfers per channel
- Time domain, tapped delay lines with up to 32 taps per
channel
Arbitrary shape between -100 kHz and +100 kHz per
channel
With any input signal within 80 MHz BW (12
independently)

Table 2.2.3 Specifications of LTE testbed main components
Macro cell

1 x 3 Sectors

Small cells

4 x LTE rel. 10

Remote radio
heads

2 x CPRI interface

EPC

1 x Athonet

UE

5 x USB Dongles

2.3 VISTA at ThIMo, Ilmenau
In Ilmenau, Germany, the Thuringian Centre of Innovation (ThIMo) hosts multiple
dedicated research labs and testbeds for research into Mobility For a Digital Society,
all located on/near the campus of the Ilmenau University of Technology, Ilmenau,
Germany. Among them is VISTA, the Virtual road Simulation and Test Area
dedicated to Connected Car Research. Research subjects in this large (semi-)anechoic
room are automotive radio communications, especially antennas and EMC-aspects,
for wireless transmission in general and car2X in particular. Regarding testing by
simulation/emulation, the focus is on virtual test drives. The turntable for antenna
measurements is also equipped with a dynamometer, allowing for measurements of
cars under operational load.
Typical applications of automotive communications under investigation are:
- Smart cars
Reliable detection and monitoring of environment, based on communications,
radar, sensing, and navigation (highly, fully automated driving)
- Smart traffic
Dedicated connections among cars and infrastructure, ITSG5/DSRC, 4G/5G
for safe, secure, and intelligent piloting of cars and traffic
- Smart grid: Wireless communication networks
Acquisition of charging and energy resources for electro-mobility with wide10

area coverage
Smart city: Wireless communications and sensing
Real-time information on road and traffic states and parking and shopping
opportunities
- Electro-smog
EM emission and immission, effects on users and population, e.g. human-type
and machine-type communications
Detailed specifications of the antenna measurement facility in VISTA are given in the
tables below. Additional information is provided in Temporary Document
TD(16)02049.
-

Fig. 2.3.1. Antenna measurement arch in VISTA for large (vehicular) test objects (on
turntable)
Table 2.3.1. Specifications of the shielded absorber chamber of VISTA
Manufacturer

Rainford EMC Systems Ltd

Chamber dimensions (m)
length × width × height

Shield: 16 × 12 × 9
Inner: 13 × 9 × 7.5
Metallic groundplane
(absorber covered when required)

Floor conditions
Gate dimensions (m), width ×
height

3×3

Type of absorbers

Wall and ceiling: 60” pyramids
Turntable: Ferrite tiles and pyramids
(8..60”)

Air conditioning (ºC)

20 ± 2

EMC measurement distance (m)

3 and 5
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Table 2.3.2. Specifications of the measurement arches inside VISTA
LF Quarter Arch
Manufacturer

HF Quarter Arch

Satimo Industries SAS

Measurement system

Spherical nearfield system

Inner diameter (m)

8

Height phase center (m)

2.3 (above ground)

Polarisation

Dual linear
Gain, amplitude & phase, XPD, …

Measurement capabilities
Frequency range (MHz)

70…400

400…6000

No. of probes

22

111

Elevation range (deg)

-17.5 to +87.5

-20 to +90

Elevation resolution (deg)

5

1

Maximum gain uncertainty (dB)
Measurement zone diameter (m)
Approx. duration for 3Dmeasurement (min)

4.6 (< 220 MHz) 1.9 (< 700 MHz)
3.3 (< 400 MHz) 1.4 (< 6000 MHz)
4 (< 220 MHz)
5.2 (< 3300 MHz)
3 (5800 MHz)
30
(at up to 10 frequencies)

Table 2.3.3. Specifications of the turntable
Manufacturer

hf-Technologie GmbH

Turntable diameter (m)

6.5

Azimuth range (deg)

-2 … 362

Azimuth resol., accuracy (deg)

0.1

Car lift height (m)

≈2

Car lift mass load (kg)

≤ 2500

Roller dynamometer dimensions
(m)
Roller dynamometer axial load
(kg)
Roller dynamometer total power
(kW)
Roller dynamometer maximum
speed (km/h)

1.2…1.8 (tread),
1.8…3.2 ( wheelbase)
≤ 1800
4 × 15
100
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3. EWG-IoT: Internet-of-Things
The goal of EWG-IoT is to support the evolution of 5G networks through the
inclusion of the IoT component, via the investigation and assessment of the network
architectures, the comparison among the many approaches currently devised for the
development of an ecosystem of the IoT platforms and applications in terms of
operating systems, and the experimental validation of different protocols for large
scale applications of the IoT.
The experimental facilities made available by partners are described below.
3.1 FIT/CorteXlab
CorteXlab (http://www.cortexlab.fr), as part of the Future Internet of Things (FIT,
https://fit-equipex.fr/) french funding, is a new testbed made of about 38 software
defined radio (SDR) nodes. The main objective is to enable users to run real-time
communications with custom APP (application such as traffic generation), MAC
(medium access control) and PHY layers implementing state-of-the-art (WiFi, Zigbee,
LTE, LTEA.) and upcoming (5G) standards and the programmability of the testbed is
a key factor of success.
Large-scale cognitive radio testbeds are required to develop and evaluate the
performance of upcoming PHY/MAC layers and future cognitive radio algorithms.
Unfortunately, testing new algorithms on real testbeds is complex and timeconsuming. While many groups deployed their own facilities, comparing algorithms
and techniques in different setups while ensuring reproducible experiments appeared
not yet accessible.
Whereas numerous testbeds are available in the field of wireless communications
(sensor or 802.11-oriented), only a few large-scale testbeds have been developed
having full SDR and cognitive radio capabilities. Apart from on-going projects such
as
CREW
(http://www.crew-project.eu)
or
TRIAL
(http://www.tekes.fi/programmes/trial) and some small testbeds involving less than 10
nodes, we found only two testbed developed respectively at Rutgers University,
ORBIT ( http://www.winlab.rutgers.edu/docs/focus/ORBIT.html) and at Virginia
Tech., CORNET, where USRP2 have been dispatched in the ceilings. On both cases,
the registered users can remotely program and run experiments on the USRP2.
The CorteXlab testbed is complementary to those of CORNET and ORBIT through
the shielded room that targets reproducibility and control over the radio propagation
and through the heterogeneity of the nodes. The room is indeed completely faradized
on the 6 faces and EM wave absorbing foams cover all walls and roof. Measurements
showed that an attenuation of more than 80dB is ensured in the band [500MHz5GHz].
The CorteXlab facility offers a 167 m² EM shielded room and integrates a set of 22
USRP from National Instrument, 16 picoSDR nodes from Nutaq. CorteXlab is built
on the network architecture developed for the SensLAB testbed and exploits the free
and open-source toolkit GNU-radio. All nodes are remotely accessible through a
software interface called Minus.
We chose to mix two types of nodes: general-purpose CPU nodes and FPGA-based
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SDR nodes because it could address two different needs. The former (typically
USRP) are able to run GNU radio, an open source environment, for rapid prototyping
at slow data rates, while the later should be able to run advanced MIMO PHY layers.
The difference between both nodes relies on the size of the FPGA and the availability
to program it.
The USRP N2932 counts with a wideband RF front-end with the following
characteristics:
 Transceiver frequency can be set from 400 MHz to 4.4 GHz,
 A GPS disciplined clock based on the OCXO technology, guarantees a precision
of up to 0,01 ppb,
 A total of 20 MHz of bandwidth for wideband operation,
 Noise figure of 5 dB,
 Output power of up to 100 mW, more than enough for the environment of the
experimentation room.
Two models of Nutaq PicoSDR nodes are deployed:
 The PicoSDR 2×2 (12 nodes total) is composed of a Perseus 6011 carrier board
equipped with a Virtex-6 FPGA, a Radio420M FMC stack and a µTCA
backplane board for the Perseus and Radio420M operation.
 The PicoSDR 4×4 (4 nodes total) is composed of two Perseus 6011 carrier
boards equipped with a Virtex-6 FPGA, two Radio420M FMC stacks and a
µTCA backplane board for the Perseus and Radio420M operation.
The deployment of a scenario follows the following workflow: the remote user
connects to the virtual machine ”Airlock” which is the only machine an end user can
reach through SSH. From Airlock, the user has access to his home directory and uses
the tools provided by CorteXlab to compile his code and generate the scenario
description file. When ready, the user sends a task request to Minus which schedules
and installs the code on the nodes.

Fig. 3.1.1. The CorteXlab room
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Fig. 3.1.2. The associated programming workflow using GNU Radio on each
nodes
The testbed is freely available from anywhere by ssh connexion after having obtained
a login on the platform website : http://www.cortexlab.fr/. The platform has been
presented in IRACON TD1703,3rd TM – Lisbon, Portugal, Feb 1– 3, 2017
(http://www.iracon.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/TD1703077.pdf).
To the best of our knowledge, CorteXlab is the first facility offered to the research
community allowing to remotely experiment cognitive radio scenarios in a completely
reproducible environment. Compared to existing facilities, CorteXlab provides two
important new features: the first is the coexistence of heterogeneous technologies and
the second is the shielded room. Last but not least, the co-existence of simple low
power wireless sensor networks (IoTlab WSNs) together with complex software radio
nodes open the door for new original and complex scenarios. For instance, when the
software radio nodes are programmed to evaluate different resource sharing
algorithms, interference and thus reproducibility is ensured. But the software radio
nodes can also be used to generate a specific interference environment in which the
robustness of routing protocols in IoTlab WSNs could be evaluated.
3.2 IMEC w-iLab.t
The w-iLab.t testbed includes both wireless mesh and sensor network infrastructure.
These networks can interact with each other, making it possible to test advanced
scenarios such as using the mesh network as a backbone for the sensor network.
Further, interference between both networks can be studied. In order to facilitate the
emulation of realistic sensor scenarios and to measure the energy consumption, the
testbed is equipped with a custom designed hardware solutions, called the
Environment Emulator (EE). Using the EE, it is possible to emulate the behavior of
any type of sensor or actuator without the need for real sensor/actuator hardware or
the development of a full-blown sensor application. It is possible to emulate the
battery depletion, depending on the real life power consumption of the sensor node.
When the node’s battery is depleted or the node is destroyed (e.g., in an explosion),
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the node can be switched off. The EE can be programmed to emulate a sensor event
(e.g., temperature rise, motion detection), an actuator event or to support voice
streams. Further, the EE can be used to monitor the energy consumption of each
individual sensor. Altogether, this means that it is possible to assess the complete
usability of a certain wireless sensor and actuator network application or protocol in a
real-life environment. The initial core of w-iLab.t was based on the widely used
MoteLab testbed from Harvard University.
The IMEC w-iLab.t testbed is equipped with 60 wireless nodes : IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n,
IEEE 802.15.4, IEEE 802.15.1 (Bluetooth) interfaces, software defined radio
platforms (USRP) and spectrum scanning engines developed by IMEC. In addition, it
offers mobile nodes to the experimenters. These mobile nodes feature the same
equipment as the fixed ones, however, they are mounted on a Roomba vacuum
cleaning robot. This facility is locaed in Zwijnaarde, Belgium.
Additionaly, w-iLab.t is equipped with a shielded wireless environment. This
environment is built up by 4 shielded boxes in which an iNode is installed. The
iNodes are interconnected between the boxes by coax cables via a variable attenuator.
By varying the signal attenuation, node mobility can be simulated in a repeatable way.
Every w-iLab.t node is generic and is equipped with one or more sensor nodes, an
intermediate node with 2 WiFi 802.11 radios, the environment emulator, and a
bluetooth interface.
The sensor nodes are Tmote Sky motes that use a Tiny OS development environment.
They consist of a TI MSP430 processor running at 8 MHz, 10 Kb of RAM, 1 Mbit of
Flash memory and an IEEE 802.15.4 compliant Chipcon CC2420 radio operating at
2.4 GHz with a maximum indoor range of approximately 100 meters. Each node
includes sensors for light, temperature, and humidity. The hardware setup is
extendable with a large variety of other radios (e.g., Software Defined Radio, sensing
engine), as long as the radio has a USB or RS232 serial interface.
The intermediate nodes (called iNodes) are Alix 3C3 devices running Linux. These
are mini PCs equipped with Ethernet, USB, serial, VGA, audio and two IEEE 802.11
a/b/g interfaces. All the iNodes are connected to the manaegement backbone using
Power-over-Ethernet switches, making it possible to power up/down the iNodes as
needed without physical interaction with the iNodes. The iNodes can become an
active member of the experiment as it is possible to adjust the kernel, the driver, to
add click router code or to add java-based applications.
Finally, the Environment Emulator is located in between the iNode and the sensor
node.
For the COST IRACON members, the w-iLab.t can be used for free but under best
effort conditions. A free account can be requested only for non-commercial academic
purposes. The testbed is remotely accessible.
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Fig. 3.2.1. Exemplary view of the w-iLab.t testbed

3.3 EuWIN@Bologna
The EuWin@UNIBO site developed at the University of Bologna provides
approximately 150 wireless nodes using different types of radio interfaces, and
deployed according to three differenmt platforms:
1) Flexible Topology Testbed (FLEXTOP) – 100 nodes equipped with IEEE
802.15.4 radios distributed inside the lab creating a flexible platform for
emulating several types of network topologies, achieved through proper software
setting of the inter-node losses.
2) Data Sensing and Processing Testbed (DATASENS) – An infrastructure of
approximately 50 battery-supplied mobile nodes (with 802.15.4 devices) carried
by people moving around, are part of the testbeds (Roaming Nodes).
3) LoRa Testbed – A LoRaWAN Gateway will be mounted on the tower of the
Engeneering faculty at the University of Bologna and somo LoRa boards will be
available for experimentation.
As far as the FLEXTOP platform, Texas Instruments (TI) devices are located into
boxes in a corridor at the University of Bologna (see figure 3.3.1): thirteen boxes are
present with 4 devices each. The other 50 devices available can be plugged into
whatever positions inside the lab. Devices are TI CC2530 system on chips, with 256
KB internal flash and 256 KB external EEPROM, 8 KB of RAM, a transmit power
within [0, 20] dBm and a receiver sensitivity of -85 dBm.
The main strength of Flextop is that the experimental environment is stable for the
total duration of the experiment, thus making the results replicable, based on: 1) nodes
are at fixed and known positions; 2) channel gains between each pair of nodes are
measured at the beginning of each test; and 3) experiments are performed during the
night, when nobody is present, avoiding uncontrollable channel fluctuations. With
reference to point 2), and in order to properly describe the environment, before the
start of experiments, we measured the average received power matrix P. The generic
element of P, denoted as Pi,j , represents the average power received by node i, when
node j is transmitting. The matrix is obtained as follows: each node, including the
coordinator, sends a burst of 10 000 short packets to let other nodes compute the
average power received. We consider two nodes as connected if the percentage of
packets received over the link is larger than 90%. Therefore, if more than 90% of
packets are received over the link, we compute the average received power that is
17

included in the matrix; if a larger number of packets is received, the two nodes are
considered as not connected. The links are rather stable, therefore the 90% threshold
is actually not relevant, as links either exist or do not.
On the platform it is possible to test different protocols stacks, such as Zigbee,
6LoWPAN, 6TiSCH, and proprietary solutions. Moreover, a software-defined
networking-based (SDN) architecture is also made available: The IoT coordinator is
remotely connected to an SDN controller, able to program IoT devices in terms of
PHY and MAC parameters, such as topologies. Changing polices at the Controller,
different topologies and routing algorithms can be simply tested on the platform.
All the platforms cited above ara available for free on site at the University of
Bologna. UNIBO may also provide some devices to partners to let them work on their
istitutions.

Fig. 3.3.1. The FLEXTOP platform: devices map.

Fig. 3.3.2. The FLEXTOP platform: architecture
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3.4 Resource for Vehicle Research (Revere)
Revere
(www.chalmers.se/en/researchinfrastructure/revere)
is
a
research
infrastructure targeting research on traffic safety, automated driving, and vehicle
dynamics. The connection with internet of things is simply that connected vehicles
(cars, trucks, buses, motorcycles, etc.) are moving sensor platforms (things) that are
attached to the Internet. Connectivity brings many advantages, such as enabling
application under the umbrella of Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems (C-ITS).
These applications are typically divided into two classes: traffic safety and traffic
efficiency applications. The former class of applications simply aims to reduce the
number and impact of accidents, while the latter aims to reduce fuel consumption,
harmful emissions, and increase utilization (traffic flow) of the road infrastructure. In
addition to C-ITS, connectivity also enables high-performance automated driving,
access to cloud services, and Internet access for both the vehicle itself and its
passengers.
Revere is hosted by Chalmers University of Technology. In addition to Chalmers,
partners are SAFER Vehicle and Traffic Safety Centre, Volvo Cars, and Volvo
Trucks. Partial financing is provided by Region Västra Götaland.
In addition to the lab space and equipment detailed below, Revere provides support
for the complete project chain: from initial idea through project funding proposal,
project planning, software and algorithm development, simulations, test set-up,
vehicle installation, validation on a test track or in real traffic, to final evaluation of
project results.
The Revere laboratory provides vehicles and a research platform for development and
verification of theoretical models, algorithms and technologies both in real traffic
environments and in simulators. Tests in different traffic environments can be carried
out in close cooperation with the test facility AstaZero (http://www.astazero.com/).
Revere has a lab space of approximately 400 m2 located at Lindholmen Science Park
in Gothenburg, close to Chalmers Lindholmen campus, see figure below. The lab
space has a small office with desks and meeting facilities and a larger workshop
where vehicles can be prepared and serviced.
In addition to the lab space and support with project management and technical issues,
Revere resources include
 Passenger car: Volvo XC90,
 Truck: Volvo FH16 tractor,
 Dolly: Parator with steerable axles,
 Driving simulator,
 Open DLV (open-source software for driverless vehicles) .
The passenger car is a Volvo XC90 2.0 T6 AWD, which is an inline 4-cylinder 316
horsepower gasoline SUV with an 8-speed geartronic automatic transmission and air
suspension, see Fig. This test vehicle can be equipped with virtually any kind of
sensor or software to test active safety systems, automated driving, and vehicle
dynamic systems. Full access to the vehicle’s network is available, enabling full
actuation, e.g., steering, acceleration and braking.
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On-going Volvo XC90 installation

Fig. 3.4.1. ReVeRe Office and workshop space

Fig. 3.4.2. ReVeRe XC90 passenger car
The truck is a Volvo FH16, 750 horsepower 6x4 tractor with dynamic steering and Ishift transmission, see figure below. It has a liftable driven rear axis and a low chassis,
optimized for long vehicle combinations. This test vehicle can be equipped with
virtually any kind of sensor or software to test active safety systems, automated
driving, and vehicle dynamic systems. An external power supply can be mounted on
the vehicle to achieve a stable platform for data collection.
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Fig. 3.4.3. ReVeRe FH16 truck
The Parator dolly is an unpowered vehicle used to connect with a prime mover for
very long tractor-trailer combinations, up to 32 meters and 90 tons, see figure below.
The two axles can be steered individually, which a unique functionality. The dolly can
be equipped with different kinds of sensors, e.g., cameras, radars, lidars, and
computers. Moreover, wireless sensors for measuring the angle between the dolly and
the trailer can be mounted on different locations. An external power supply can be
mounted on the vehicle to achieve a stable platform for data collection.

Fig. 3.4.4. ReVeRe Parator dolly
The driving simulator is mounted on a 6 degree-of-freedom motion platform: three
linear movements (x, y, and y) and three rotations around these axes (roll, pitch and
yaw), see figure below. The simulator is equipped with motion cueing for increased
perception and realism. Different car models from carMaker are available to get a
realistic testing environment. The advantages with simulator testing is efficiency, high
level of controllability, and risk-free and ethically accepted environment for exposing
test participants to critical situations. The simulator has been developed in
collaboration with the Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute (VTI)
and Chalmers. There are plans for further develop the simulator to include the
possibility to remote control a vehicle from the simulator as well as experience an
augmented reality through 3D glasses.
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Fig. 3.4.5. ReVeRe driving simultator
Partnership gives access to Revere’s Open Source Software for driverless vehicles,
which is a software framework developed to be used in self-driving research vehicles.
The software is vehicle and vehicle type independent and handles hardware
communication, safety and override functions, sensor fusion, decision making and
visualization. Moreover, it has support for seamless simulation and can be run in a
2D- or 3D-graphical simulation environment. Interfaces to other systems like Micro
Autobox are also provided. The software is mainly written in C++ and is developed
with focus on safety and data security. New versions of the software can
be easily deployed.
The facility is available for Chalmers researchers, but Revere is also open to requests
from researchers from other universities, institutes, and companies. There is cost for
using the facility depends, of course, on the project.
Contact person for inquiries: Lab Manager Fredrik von Corswant,
Fredrik.Von.Corswant@chalmers.se

3.5 BAAL@ITU (Computer Networks Research Laboratory @ Istanbul
Technical University)
The aim of the IoT testbed is to focus on the performance and security of the IoT
deployments.
The available equipment includes:
 18× Texas Instruments Sensortags (TI Sensortags have IEEE 802.15.4 and
Bluetooth support.)
 10× Raspberry Pi's (WiFi support.)
 6× Texas Instruments MSP430 experimental boards (802.15.4, WiFi and
Bluetooth support with external antenna.)
 5× Intel Galileo boards
 Several launchpads for TI MSP430 (requires external antennas and external
sensors for communication.)
Moreover, several wireless sensor nodes and conventional routing/networking
equipment is readily available. The testbed is previously used effectively in many
measurement, experimenting occasions including solely IoT deployments or
IoT/cellular hybrid deployments.
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Fig. 3.5.1. On the bottom left, a wireless sensor node. Intel Galileo board is at the
center-left. TI MSP430 experimental kit is at the center-right. Right over that, TI
sensortag is placed. Raspberry Pi is in a black case at the bottom right.

3.6 RADIOCOM@GUT-HMS
The heterogeneous mobile stand (HMS) of the Department of Radio Communication
Systems and Networks (RADIOCOM) at Gdańsk University of Technology (GUT)
includes hardware and software developed nodes and data acquisition server (DAS).
Three types of devices were developed:
 reference node (RN) with dimensions of 130 mm × 35 mm × 31 mm and
connected via a wired RS232 interface to the DAS (fig. 3.6.2);
 miniaturized mobile nodes (MN) with dimensions of 58 mm × 16 mm × 35 mm
and can be attached i.e. to the human body (fig. 3.6.3);
 computer with dedicated software is used as DAS, which (beside saving data to
files) monitors measurement equipment by displaying information, among
others, number of devices in network, operation mode, the actual distances
between the nodes, and so on.
Each node consists of two parallel working radio interfaces:
 narrowband (NB) radio module CC1120 produced by Texas Instruments
company, working in the 868 MHz band (UHF), used to determine i.e. the
propagation attenuation;
 ultra-wideband (UWB) radio module DWM1000 produced by DecaWave
company, working in the 6489 MHz band (SHF), used to perform the radio
distance measurements and channel impulse response estimation.
In fig. 3.6.1 the sample diagram of the heterogeneous measurement stand connections
is shown.
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Fig. 3.6.1. Sample diagram of the heterogeneous measurement stand connections.
Wireless protocol solutions using both radio interfaces, their self-organization
methods, data exchange, time division multiple access (TDMA) and physical layer
based on microcontrollers are implemented.
To estimate the distance between two nodes, UWB interface and the method of
Symmetric Double-Sided Two-Way Ranging (SDS-TWR) which minimizes local
oscillators drift and increase accuracy through the exchange of three measurement
packets were used. Radio distance measurements allow to automate the measurement
process. Time synchronization of both radio interfaces, using a dedicated signal line,
allows to obtain information about the path attenuation and the corresponding
distance between the transmitter and receiver at once. All measured data can be
recorded and analyzed independently of the person's speed in different scenarios.
The results achieved by using the presented equipment have been presented in the
following TDs:
 TD(17)04008, "Radio Channel Measurements in 868 MHz Off-Body
Communications in a Ferry Environment",
 TD(17)04016, "Novel Adaptive Method for Data Streams Allocation Based on
the Estimate of Radio Channel Parameters in Heterogeneous WBAN Network"
For the IRACON members the equipment of the RADIOCOM@GUT-HMS can be
used for free, but only on site (in Gdańsk, Poland), e.g. under STSM scheme, and only
for non-commercial academic purposes.
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Fig. 3.6.2. Top view (upper) and bottom view (lower) of the reference node.

Fig. 3.6.3. Top view (left) and bottom view (right) of the mobile node.
3.7 UNIBL-IoT Lab
The objectives of IoT testbed at the premises of University of Banja Luka, Faculty of
Electrical Engineering, are to enable various research activities in the area of Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSN) and Internet of Things (IoT). Currently, IoT testbed is based
on OpenMote WSN hardware devices. The OpenMote is a representative of new
generation open-hardware platforms that is particularly adapted to Industrial Internet
of Things (IIoT) aplications. IoT testbed consists of 10 OpenMote nodes and 4
desktop computers. Desktop computers are used to connect OpenMote nodes to
Internet and for purpose of WSN management and processing of measurement data.

Fig. 3.7.1. The OpenMote-based IoT testbed
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The OpenMote hardware is shown in figure below. It is composed of four boards:
OpenMote-CC2538, OpenBase, OpenBattery and OpenUSB.

Fig. 3.7.2. OpenMote hardware
The OpenMote-CC2538 is based on TI CC2538 SoC functionalities and has the
following peripherals: step-down DC/DC converter, two crystal oscillators at 32 MHz
and 32.768 kHz, 4 LEDs, antenna connector and two buttons (one is used to reset the
board and the other enables wake up the microcontroller from sleep modes through an
interrupt). The OpenMote-CC2538 is based on 32-bit Cortex-M3 microcontroller that
runs up to 32 MHz and includes 32 Kbytes of RAM, 512 Kbytes of Flash and
common peripherals (GPIOs, ADC, timers, etc.). The radio operates at the 2.4 GHz
band and is fully compatible with IEEE 802.15.4-2006 standard. The OpenMoteCC2538 is also fully compliant with the XBee form factor.
The OpenBase is the board that serves three different purposes. First, it enables
programming and debugging by using a probe with a standard ARM JTAG connector
(10-pin), e.g., the Segger J-Link debug probe. Second, it enables the communication
with a computer through the serial port or USB port in order to support programming
and debugging. The serial port, which is interfaced through an FTDI FT232R chip,
enables both programming and debugging. Third, it provides the communication via
10/100 Mbps Ethernet port, thus enabling the Internet connection to OpenMoteCC2538. The OpenMote-CC2538 is connected to the OpenBase using the XBee
header.
The OpenBattery provides the supply to all OpenMote-CC2538 subsystems, as well
as the interface to various sensors. The OpenMote-CC2538 is connected to the
OpenBattery using the XBee header and has a 2xAAA battery holder. The
OpenBattery includes a switch to power on/off the board, as well as three different
digital sensors: a temperature/humidity sensor (SHT21), an acceleration sensor
(ADXL346) and a light sensor (MAX44009). The OpenUSB is designed for ease-ofuse by ends users, and for using OpenMote-CC2538 boards in a testbed.
Since OpenMote-CC2538 radio interface supports only IEEE 802.15.4 standard at
phisical layer, in IoT testbed is possible to use only those communication protocolstacks that are based on IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The IoT testbed currently uses
OpenWSN protocol-stack and Contiki.
OpenWSN protocol-stack is a newly released open-source implementation of a fully
standards-based protocol stack for IoT capillary networks, rooted in the new IEEE
802.15.4e TSCH standard, as shown in the next figure. It is developed as part of
OpenWSN project. OpenWSN implements, on top of IEEE 802.15.4e, IoT standards
such as IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN),
Routing Protocol for Low power and Lossy Networks (RPL) and Constrained
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Application Protocol (CoAP), thus enabling a seamless network connectivity to the
IPv6 Internet. The IEEE 802.15.4e TSCH standard replaces the traditional IEEE
802.15.4 MAC protocol, without changing the underlying physical layer.

Fig. 3.7.3. OpenWSN protocol stack
OpenVisualizer (OV) is also developed as a part of OpenWSN project. OV is a
Python-based debugging and visualization program for OpenWSN networks that
resides on desktop computer. OpenBase with OpenMote-CC2538 attached to it can be
connected to desktop computer via USB emulated serial interface. When OpenBase is
connected to desktop computer, the OV creates IPv6 TUN (network TUNnel)
interface that is a virtual IPv6 interface tunneled through the serial port. This interface
enables the communication between OpenMote-CC2538 devices in WSN network
and IPv6 Internet. The visualization is realised through Graphical User Interface or
Web interface and provides insight into status of motes and mote management
functions (only for mote directly connected to host), such as: declaring mote as
DODAG root, viewing routing topology if the mote is declared as DODAG root,
display operating parameters (Radio Duty Cycle (RDC), queue status, neighbor table,
IPv6 address, number of active time slots in slotframe, etc.) and packet capturing
using e.g. Wireshark. The desktop computer is running Ubuntu 16.04 LTS.
The IoT testbed is also available for research to students of Faculty of Electrical
Engineering, University of Banja Luka, and partnership universities.
UNIBL-IoT Lab is also equipped with following devices:
 RASPBERRY PI 3 - MOD B - 1 GB,
 Ultimate Starter Kit for Arduino ADA010,
 ESP8266 ESP-12E UART WIFI Wireless Shield TTL Converter,
 Ethernet Shield WizNet W5100 R3 Arduino Mega.
The results achieved by using the presented equipment have been presented in the
following TDs: TD(16)01014, TD(17)03022, TD(17)04077, TD(17)05027.
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Fig. 3.7.5. Raspberri Py and Arduino platforms

3.8 Smart-campus Network@UMA
This network (under procurement process at the moment) will be available in mid2018. The system will be composed of several multi-technology heterogeneous IoT
devices deployed along the university campus implementing a Smart-City oriented
area of approximately 2 million m2. It will consist of an extensive variety and huge
number of MTC devices (sensors, cameras, phones, etc.) and actuators. It will also
include their complete interconnecting network, with gateways, repeaters, servers and
its management platform.
Such system would be fully operated and managed, end to end, by University of
Málaga, opening the way to support multiple activities in the scope of the IRACON
members. Remote access to data and experiment execution is also envisaged to
facilitate this.
The preliminary list of the main elements of this network, to be confirmed, are
described in the table below.
Tab. 3.8.1. Preliminary list of the main available equipment at Smart-campus
Network@UMA.
Sensors

500-3000 sensors:
 Noise level
 Air quality (CO2, NO2, SO2, O3, PM10, VOC…)
 Presence
 Light
 Parking
 Environmental (temperature, rain, wind direction
and speed, humidity, solar radiation, etc.)
 Precision agriculture (soil temperature and
moisture, soil composition…)
 Traffic
 Water consumption
 Electric consumption
 Waste management
 Vehicles monitoring
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Other
sources

Actuators

Wearables
etc.
5-20 cameras
RFID:
> 10 smartphones and professional drive test
terminals

100-1000 actuators:
 Lights


Heating



Alarms



Pumps

 etc.
2G, 3G, LTE, Ethernet, LPWA, etc. compliant
Gateways
Repeaters
>5
Cloud Open data
platform for
 Statistics and big-data tools
data analysis
 Visualization tools
Management
 Remote configuration
platform
 Monitoring




Authentication
Fault management
Historical database

3.9 IoTWorld @CTTC
IoTWORLD® is an End-to-End testbed for the Internet of Things
(http://iotworld.cttc.es). It has been designed and is maintained and operated by the
non-profit research institution CTTC in Castelldefels, Barcelona, Spain. Two
departments are involved, the Machine-to-Machine (M2M) Communications
Department and the Smart Technologies (SMARTECH) Department.
The main aim of IoTWORLD® is to conduct research and innovation activities, as
well as validation of proof-of-concepts for technology transfer, in the field of Wireless
Communications systems, Software Defined Networking (SDN) and Network
function virtualization (NFV), Cloud Storage, and Data Analytics for the IoT.
The testbed is physically deployed in two different neighbor buildings in a Tech
Campus 15km south from the city of Barcelona.
IoTWORLD® is a unique testbed for the IoT and features:
 Heterogeneity of wireless technologies for the IoT, including IEEE 802.11 and
802.15.4, Sigfox, LoRA, NB-IoT, 3G/LTE, BLE, RFID, and proprietary subGHz
wireless transmissions.
 Scalable design.
 Integration with 5G technologies, in collaboration with other testbeds available
at CTTC for Wireless backhauling, optical networking, and integration with
computer-based simulators such as ns-3.
 End-user involvement.
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Software-layer for SDN and NFV integration with the IoT.
Application to different verticals: environment monitoring, eHealth, Indoor
Positioning, Smart Parking, Automotive, etc.

Fig. 3.9.1. IoTWORLD® Equipment
The testbed has essentially FOUR possible uses:
1) Basic and Applied research: IoTWORLD® testbed facilitates
experimental research in the area of wireless communications and data analytics.
For example, IoTWORLD® has been used to demonstrate the potential of the
disruptive Distributed Queuing (DQ) technology for wireless access.
2) Heterogeneous implementations: it allows several technologies to
coexist and cooperate to achieve a common goal, mimicking real deployments
where different technologies need to coexist to enable vertical applications. This
can be done for the sake or research, or to validate products in real challenging
situations before facing the real deployment in the harsh real world.
3) Commercial solutions integration: thanks to its flexibility,
IoTWORLD® also allows the easy integration of off-the-shelf technologies. This
can be used to validate the integration of technologies or even allow for
certification of products.
4) Validation of pre-commercial proof-of concepts: a growing number of
start-ups have validated their products with IoTWORLD® before launching their
first product to the market. The experts of CTTC can work with you to bring your
ideas to life.
The architecture of the IoTWORLD® testbed is the following (see figure below): it
relies on a 5-tier architecture. Sensors and actuators (IoT Device tier) are connected
to a set of gateways (Gateway tier), either with a direct connection or via multiple
hops. These gateways collect the data from the sensors and send it to the Edge
Cluster tier where another set of more powerful nodes process it. The Edge tier
provides the testbed with Fog computing capabilities. For instance, reduces the
congestion of the Core tier and the underlying nets, provides services with ultra-low
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latency, manages the different use cases that run over IoTWORLD ®, and
incorporates flexibility and intelligence in the edge of the network. The Edge
Cluster tier nodes are then connected to the Internet providing the capability to
retrieve and store data in the Cloud (Core tier). Flexibility in the management of
the edge net resources is provided through a Software Defined Network (SDN).
This is complemented with Network Function Virtualization (NFV) to virtualize
network services and hardware, thereby providing a more efficient use of net
resources. Finally, the data gathered by the sensors is stored in the Cloud which can
be accessed from a web interface or a smartphone application (User tier).
The equipment of IoTWORLD® includes:
- Motes equipped with different microprocessors and with capability to manage a
number of sensors, actuators, and wireless communication modules. Various
different motes with different microprocessors are available.
- Sensors of all kinds: temperature, gas, ultrasonic, light, CO2, microphones,
video cameras, eHealth set, Smart City sensor set, etc.
- Actuators of all kinds: heaters, motors, lights, speakers, small cars for
automotive use case validation.
- Wireless modules for communications: 802.11, 802.15.4, Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE), 3G/LTE, NB-IoT, Sigfox, LoRa, RFID.
- Energy harvesters which can be connected to the motes to enable perpetual
operation by capturing energy from the environment.
- Gateways: based on various models of Raspberry-Pi(s) and continuously
evolving. IoTWORLD® equipment is continuously being upgraded to be on the
edge of technology constantly.
- Fog nodes: with superior capacity to gateways, small form-factor computers are
used for fog deployment validation.
- High Capacity Computer: a multi-core high-performance computer is used for
high demanding computing capabilities. This server can be virtualized to
emulate any distributed network.
- Cloud: both private and public clouds. The public cloud is now Google Cloud
which allows the exploitation of the AppEngine feature. Any other public cloud
can also be easily connected through open APIs. The use of the private cloud
allows for more advanced research activities with full access to all functions
required and provides full control over the required functionalities.

IoTWORLD® is meant to foster collaboration between any interested party and
CTTC research and development teams. This can be done through research shortmedium-long term visits (for either students, postdocs, or experienced researchers),
internships, collaboration in European or national-funded projects, or through bilateral
contracts for use and exploitation.
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Fig. 3.9.2. IoTWORLD® Architecture
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4. EWG-LT: Localisation and Tracking
The goal of this EWG is to follow the development of 5G standardisation, taking
advantage of the new techniques implemented and defined (millimetre waves,
massive MIMO, etc.) to design and test new localisation and tracking techniques for
devices, working both in outdoor and indoor environments.
The experimental facilities made available by partners are described below.

4.1 RADIOCOM@GUT-LMS
The localization measurement stand (LMS) developed in the Department of Radio
Communication Systems and Networks (RADIOCOM) at Gdańsk University of
Technology (GUT). The measurement stand is designed for developing localization
systems and algorithms for hybrid localization systems dedicated for operation in
harsh and indoor environments. It was assumed, that determination of position
estimates of a moving person will be based on inertial and radio distance
measurements.
Constructed measurement stand consists of personal monitoring unit, named
PMU, placed on a foot of moving person and reference nodes (RN) used as reference
points during radio distance measurements. PMU realizes measurements of
movements parameters like linear accelerations, angular velocities, vector
components of the Earth’s magnetic field and selected parameters of radio waves used
for determining distance to reference nodes.
Central point of the stand is a personal computer for data registration and
visualization (SRV). In fig. 4.5.1 a block diagram of personal monitoring unit and
reference node was presented. Each device consists of a computational unit, inertial
sensor and two communication radio modules. The need of performing multiple
numerical calculations in inertial navigation algorithms requires the use of advanced
32-bit ST microcontroller STM32F405, equipped with an ARM Cortex-M4 core, with
support for single-precision floating point calculations. The main role of
computational unit is to analyze movement parameters measured by inertial
measuring unit and determine, by using implemented inertial navigation algorithm,
position of a person. The second role of this unit is to control UWB (Ultra-Wide
Band) radio module DWM1000, from DecaWave, during radio distance
measurements (realized by using SDS-TWR method) with respect to designed
communication protocol. It is worth to notice, that UWB module operates on
6.489 GHz center frequency with 499.2 MHz of occupied band.
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Fig. 4.5.1. Block diagram of personal monitoring unit and reference node
Results of measurements performed by PIM are send to SRV by using narrowband
radio interface that operates on UHF (Ultra High Frequency) frequency 868 MHz.
Coexistence of several reference nodes and personal monitoring unit needs an
implementation of radio communication protocol for organizing data exchange in
UHF and UWB radio interfaces. It was assumed, that multiple access to the radio
channel will be organized by using TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access)
technique. Each node has its time slot in which it can transmit data to other nodes.
Both radio interfaces are time synchronized, that means transmission in one time slot
is simultaneous in each radio interfaces. In fig. 4.5.2 a block diagram presenting
network organization and data exchange in hybrid localization system was shown.
RN

PIM
RN

RN

RS - 232

PC

RN

Fig. 4.5.2. Block diagram of network organization and data exchange in hybrid
localization system
Developed devices are a part of a prototype of hybrid localization system (fig. 4.5.3),
that allows moving people monitoring by using inertial navigation and radio
localization algorithms. In addition, dedicated software written in C# language and
MATLAB simulation environment was developed for positional data registration and
analysis.
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Fig. 4.5.3. Prototype of hybrid localization system
The results achieved by using the presented equipment have been presented in
TD(17)05015.
For the IRACON members the equipment of the RADIOCOM@GUT-LMS can be
used for free, but only on site (in Gdańsk, Poland), e.g. under STSM scheme, and only
for non-commercial academic purposes.

4.2 LOG-a-TEC testbed
The LOG-a-TEC testbed has been initial set up in view of performing experiments for
Cognitive radio. During the years the testbed has been evolved to support various
types of experimentation, namely research and development of indoor/outdoor
localization algorithms, spectrum sensing to support cognitive radio and dynamic
spectrum access, link and network performance evaluation in controlled interference
heterogeneous radio environment, design and evaluation of new custom-developed
wireless protocols and their benchmarking against the standardized protocols and
performance evaluation and controlled piloting of prototype IoT devices.
The architecture of the LOGa-a-TEC testbed is illustrated in the following figure.
Since architecture is instantiated for wireless networks, particularly for 5G capillary
technologies, the wireless Target nodes and the Infrastructure nodes are conceptually
distinguished, which coupled together form particular testbed devices. Similarly, two
parts of automation systems, namely the Repository which holds the code and build
scripts and the Infrastructure experimentation and management system are also
distinguished.
The hardware infrastructure, depicted on the left side of the figure, is composed of
several types of testbed devices. Except for the Software Defined Radio (SDR)
testbed device all other devices are comprised of two VESNA (VErsatile platform for
Sensor Network Applications) nodes, as depicted on the top right part of the figure.
Type, properties and number of devices in the LOG-a-TEC testbed are listed in the
following table. The Target nodes host several different radio interfaces which can be
classified to those enabling experimentation with: (i) LPWA communications, (ii)
short range UWB communication, (iii) advanced spectrum sensing in sub-1 GHz
bands, (iv) efficient lightweight protocols in 2.4 GHz and sub-1 GHz bands that are
not based on IEEE 802.15.4 (clean slate) and (v) spectrum sensing and
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signal/interference generation by reconfigurable transceivers.
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Fig. 4.6.1. Architecture of the LOG-a-TEC 3.0 testbed
Tab. 4.6.1. Testbed devices configuration and features
Device type

Radio
Atmel AT86RF212
TI CC2500
TI CC1101
Atmel AT86RF231

Frequency
868 MHz
2.4 GHz
868 MHz
2.4 GHz

LPWA

Semtech SX1272

868 MHz

UWB

DecaWave DW1000

UHF spec. sens.
SDR
management
network

NXP TDA18219HN
USRP N200

3.5 - 6.5 GHz
(6 channels)
470 - 866 MHz
400 - 4400 MHz

TI WL1837

5GHz

SRD A
SRD B

No. of devices
21 outdoor
21 outdoor
3 outdoor
1 indoor
11 outdoor
2 outdoor
3 indoor
58 outdoor
21 indoor

The Infrastructure node is based on BeagleCore module running the GNU/Linux
operating system, which consists of the Texas Instruments (TI) AM3358 1 GHz ARM
Cortex-A8 processor. It has 512 MB DDR3 RAM and 8 GB of eMMC Flash. It
supports microSD cards and enables infrastructure connectivity by Ethernet and WiFi
operating at 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands.
The Target node is based on custom ARM Cortex-M3 microcontroller application
modules with dedicated experimentation transceivers. The Target node is connected
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to the infrastructure node through JTAG programming/debugging interface for
programming and debugging of the Target node, and the application interfaces, which
is based on protocol LCSP running on top of serial port (LCSP/UART), used for
communication while experimentation node is in operation.
The Target nodes are based on constrained embedded devices optionally running a
dedicated OS (e.g. Contiki), while the infrastructure nodes are more capable and run
Linux OS. The integration of the two is done via custom hardware design and the
adoption of selected interfaces and protocol.
The LOG-a-TEC testbed is located at the campus of Jožef Stefan Institute (JSI), and
consists of outdoor and indoor segments. The outdoor segment is located in and
around the JSI park, which length and with is around 60 m. Nodes in the park are
attached to the light poles 3.5 m above the ground. Additional the nodes are placed at
buildings which surround the park. The height of nodes attached to the building varies
from 2 to 10 m. The indoor testbed consists of additional 24 nodes, deployed in the
second and the third floors of the building with the dimension of 28.4 m by 16.6 m.
Several portable nodes are also available for the experiments which incorporate the
mobility. The node locations are depicted in the following figure.
130 m
SRD A
SRD B
UWB
LPWA
UHF spec. sens.

87 m

indoor
deployment

Fig. 4.6.2. Location of nodes in LOG-a-TEC testbed
LOG-a-TEC testbed, also a member of Fed4FIRE federation of testbeds, experiment
delivery and execution system is based on Ansible and container technology. The web
interface and an HTTP REST API are exposed externally through the management
server. Browsing through devices clusters and nodes is enabled through infrastructure
management system using web browser which also includes node monitoring
information and statistics such as node up time, node location on a map, system load,
etc., and gives real time view of the state of the testbed. REST API is used for the
programmatic access to the management system which can be also used by users for
accessing the information about the nodes and clusters programmatically.
An important part of the experiment setup process is the flashing of the
experimentation node. This can be done by choosing an existing embedded binary
from the list of pre-prepared embedded images suitable for the experiment, or by
specifying own source to be compiled for the experimentation node.
The testbed is remotely accessible and available on the side, if it is not previously
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booked for other experiment. In general, the testbed is for free academic use.
However, if an extra support to run experiment or even modification of the testbed is
needed by the JSI stuff we expect at least one common publication at international
conference or in international journal. The commercial use of experiment will be fully
charged. The LOG-a-TEC testbed is a member of FED4FIRE+, thus we suggest the
experimenter check for FED4FIRE open call (https://www.fed4fire.eu/opencalls/) and
submit proposal.
The testbed has been described in the TD(17) 03040.
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5. EWG-RA: Radio Access
The goal of this EWG is to experimentally validate the many techniques that will be
implemented at the PHY and MAC layers of the radio access part of 5G, especially
those developed within DWG2. New waveforms, cognitive radio approaches, or
massive MIMO, are possible examples.
The experimental facilities made available by partners are described below.

5.1 OpenAirInterface
OpenAirInterface (www.openairinterface.org) is an open source initiative that today
provides a 3GPP compliant reference implementation of eNodeB, User Equipment
(UE), and evolved packet core (EPC) that runs on general purpose computing
platforms together with off-the-shelf software defined radio (SDR) cards like the
ETTUS USRP, Lime SDR, and Ex-pressMIMO2. It allows users to set up a compliant
4G LTE network and inter-operate with commercial equipment.
The objective of OpenAirInterface (OAI) is to allow experimentation with state-ofthe-art cellular radio technology (4G and 5G) while preserving full compatibility with
commercial 3rd party equipment. The open-source nature of the code allows
experimenters to insert their own code easily. OAI uses their own open-source
license, the OAI public license 1.1, which is based on Apache 2.0, but includes a
clause that makes it compatible with current 3GPP licensing schemes. The OAI
software alliance has been created to promote this license and to foster collaboration
around OAI.
In this section we firstly describe the “classical” or “monolithic” version of OAI and
the existing OAI massive MIMO testbed. Secondly, we describe the recently
introduced and currently being developed functional splits of OAI that will enable
C-RAN deployments of OAI. Last but not least we describe the current state and
vision of the C-RAN testbed at Eurecom and how we are planning to map our existing
work on massive MIMO onto this new testbed.
The Eurecom massive MIMO testbed is based on TDD and Transmission Mode 7
(Release 8 and uses antenna port 5 to transmit both data and UE-specific pilots to a
single user) driving up to 64 colocated antenna elements. It uses uplink channel
estimates based on the SRS and transforms them with the help of the calibration
matrix (see next section) to a downlink channel estimate, which is then used to
compute the beamforming weights. During our experiments we were able to establish
communication with a commercial UE and achieve the maximum possible throughput
for the given configuration.
In the testbed, all the eNB functionality was running in the same machine. In order to
support a distributed antenna array built from remote radio heads, the monolithic
architecture of OAI is split into several parts.
We have adopted the definitions of China Mobile, Alcatel-Lucent, Nokia Networks,
ZTE Cooperation, Broadcom Cooperation, and Intel China (“Next generation
fronthaul interface,” White paper, Jun. 2015) for the software architecture of OAI.
The eNB protocol stack is split in 3 different parts: the remote radio unit (RRU),
which is an evolution of the classical remote radio head (RRH), the radio aggregation
unit (RAU), which controls multiple RRUs potentially operating on different bands
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and with different coverages. As the name suggests this unit is responsible also for
carrier aggregation and in the future also different radio access technologies. Last but
not least the Radio Cloud Center (RCC) controls multiple RAUs. In the 3GPP 5G
specifications the RCC is also called the central unit (CU) and RAU the distributed
unit (DU).
The interface between RAU and RCC is currently under development and we are
retro-fitting the current 5G-NR specifications for the F1 interface between CU and
DU to 4G (3GPP, “F1 general aspects and principles,” 3GPP, Technical specification
38.470, Sep. 2017). Figure below summarizes the functional splits in OAI.

Fig. 5.1.1. OAI functional splits
Eurecom is currently building and deploying a C-RAN network on its premises in
Sophia-Antipolis. The platform will consist of a set of RRUs deployed on the ceilings
of the corridors on levels -3 and -4 of the EURECOM building. The RRUs on each
floor are connected by Gbit Ethernet to a switch which are in turn connected to a
central server over optical 20Gbit Ethernet. An additional high power commercial
remote radio head is connected to the C-RAN server through a CPRI gateway (see
figure below).
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1Gbit Ethernet
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Fig. 5.1.2. Floor plan of the Eurecom C-RAN deployment
Frequency synchronization is provided by a clock distribution unit which provides a
10MHz reference signal on each floor. Timing synchronization is achieved by a
special protocol in the RRUs that first listens to other RRUs within its range to derive
the frame number and the start of the frame. In the future, the FDUs on each floor can
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further be synchronized using the PTPv2 (IEEE 1588) protocol over optical fiber. For
this a PTPv2 grandmaster clock will be placed in the server room and a PTPv2 client
in the local server rooms.
The RRUs consist of an up-board from Intel, a B200 mini from Ettus research, a RF
frontend designed by Eurecom and PoE module (see Figure 3). The RRUs will use
Band 38 (2.5 GHz) time-division duplex (TDD) for which EURECOM has been
granted a license from the French regulatory body (ARCEP) for both indoor and
short-range outdoor experiments (1km radio around our building).
The following TDs have more information on the testbed: TD(16)02044,
TD(17)03065, TD(17)04002.
The OAI C-RAN testbed at Eurecom is accessible for all members of IRACON. At
the moment remote access is under development, but interested people are invited to
Eurecom to carry out their experiments in collaboration with the Eurecom team. Also
see the website www.openairinterface.org for more details.

5.2 Self-interference cancellation testbed for In-band Full-duplex transceiver
prototyping
The Bristol self-interference cancellation (SIC) testbed is a reconfigurable
hardware/software platform implementing several combinations of multi-stage SIC.
The purpose of the testbed is to allow development and prototyping of adaptive RF
circuit control algorithms and digital domain cancellation algorithms, and characterise
cancellation performance when subject to hardware imperfections and in dynamic
environments.
The cancellation performance achieved by a particular system is heavily dependent
not only on the particular design, but also on implementation specific details. In the
case of active RF cancellation, circuit imperfections such as phase noise and nonlinearity in the Tx chain are the primary limiting factor in determining cancellation
performance. Similarly, the type and placement of antennas can have a large impact
on achievable isolation. Furthermore, the isolation achieved by a particular technique,
and the resulting self-interference channel transfer function, have a substantial impact
on the requirements and performance of further stages of cancellation.
Due to the dependence of the performance of digital cancellation techniques on the
design and performance of the prior stages of cancellation, prototyping and
characterisation of digital baseband cancellation algorithms can only be properly
performed using a testbed which implements the preceding RF domain suppression
techniques. Similarly, the performance of adaptive control algorithms for RF and
digital domain cancellation loops depends heavily on the dynamics of the selfinterference channel, and therefore adaptive cancellation algorithms and only be
properly characterised when subject to realistic environmental conditions.
The testbed is based on National Instruments Vector Signal Transceivers and
implements the following SIC techniques:
 Antenna separation,
 Electrical balance duplexing (EBD),
 Active RF cancellation,
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 Linear baseband cancellation,
 Non-linear digital baseband cancellation.
Fig. 5.2.1. depicts the testbed architectures. The testbed implements two hardware
configurations, utilizing either separate Tx and Rx antennas, or an EBD as the first
stage of SI suppression. The following stage of suppression uses a reconfigurable
active RF canceller, and finally the digital baseband cancellation processing is
implemented in MATLAB. The system uses National Instruments VSTs as the Tx and
Rx radios. Transceiver hardware control and active cancellation signal generation is
implemented in LabView, along with hardware control of the EBD hardware in the
EBD configuration (using a MIPI interface to control MEMS tunable capacitors in the
balancing network). Baseband Tx and RX signals are exchanged between LabView
and MATLAB, allowing the digital baseband cancellation process to be performed
offline in MATLAB.

Fig. 5.2.1. Dual antenna and electrical balance duplexer configurations of the
SIC testbed.

Fig. 5.2.2. Photograph of IBFD testbed in the electrical balance duplexer
configuration.
The testbed implements and LTE-like OFDM physical with subcarrier spacing of 15
kHz and bandwidth up to 120 MHz, as provided by the NI PXIe-5644R VST.
However it should be noted that, for non-linear cancellation, an excess bandwidth
ratio of the order of the non-linear processing is required (for example, the system can
support 3rd order non-linear processing up to a 40 MHz modulation bandwidth. All
baseband digital signal processing, including Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
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(QAM) and demodulation, OFDM sub-carrier mapping and de-mapping, the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) and Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT), and cyclic
prefix processing is implemented in LabView and runs on the controller. A state
machine architecture is utilised to perform EBD balancing, SI channel estimation, and
active self-interference cancellation sequentially.
Remote access is unavailable for this testbed, however is available for use at the
University of Bristol to members of IRACON.
5.3 UMAHetNet@UMA
The UMAHetNet is a full indoor LTE+WiFi network with all the elements it is
composed of. This network is based on the solution for private networks that Huawei
provides, where all the core network elements (HSS, MME, S-GW, P-GW and PCRF)
are grouped into a single compact equipment, namely, the eCNS (evolved Core
Network Solution), as shown in the figure below.

Fig. 5.3.1. General scheme of the LTE network at the University of Málaga.
Together with the eCNS, a tool for the management of the whole network is used: the
iManager U2000, the same manager used in the public networks deployed by the
vendor.
The base stations are 12 picocells BTS3911B, which include a WiFi access point. The
infrastructure is completed with the WiFi controller MAG9811, which, together with
the iManager U2000 are expected to provide LTE/WiFi mobility.
By the moment, 12 LTE/WiFi-capable cell phones are available. Nevertheless, a
higher number of MTC-like devices are expected to be part of this equipment during
next year.
Finally, a 24-port GB switch is provided to interconnect all the elements, allowing
other servers to be added and providing all the equipment access to the Internet.
Both the picocells and the eCNS are fully configurable. The picocells can be managed
either directly through an LMT (Local Management Terminal) client or by means of
the U2000 and eCNS clients. The latter allow the user to fully customize all the
network parameters, as well as monitor the network status using built-in and userdefined KPIs. Furthermore, this testbed allows the user to integrate his own SON
applications and algorithms, from self-configuration techniques to any self-optimizing
and self-healing application.
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The UMAHetNet is deployed in the ETSI de Telecomunicación (Telecommunication
Engineering School) of the University of Málaga. The distribution of the different
HW elements of the network is provided in the drawings below.

a) First floor.

b) Second floor.

c) Third floor.
Fig. 5.3.2 HW elements distribution.
On the one hand, the original management platform for the UMAHetNet is the U2000
Huawei software. The U2000 is capable of uniformly managing transport, access, and
IP equipment. This tool would be not accessible outside UMA, but it would provide
the functionalities of monitoring and configuration to be used by external users, as
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described in the next section.
On the other hand, a REST API has been defined to gather measurements and perform
changes in the UMAHetNet. The RESTful interface gives access to internal functions
of the UMAHetNet:
 Performance Management: query PM (performance management)/CM
(configuration management)/FM (fault management) variables for the e-NodeBs
and core, filtering by network element and date/time.
 Configuration Management: modify the configuration of the e-NodeBs and core,
using MML (Man-Machine Language) commands. MML is a language used
typically in the configuration interface of mobile telecommunications equipment.
More information can be found in the ITU-T Z300 recommendation series.
This interface is accessible as a REST API that can be used with standard HTTP
libraries easily integrable in any algorithm for SON functions, monitoring, etc.

Fig. 5.3.3. REST API current model.
To use the REST API, a set of URLs can be provided for authentication and access, as
well as documentation for the request formats and JSON output. Additionally a
reservation webpage is under development to allow, together with the API, the
testbed-as-a-service use of the network by remote users.

5.4 The Lund Massive MIMO (LuMaMi) Testbed
The Lund University Massive MIMO, LuMaMi, testbed is the world’s first real time
testbed for massive MIMO communication [1]. The testbed is based on Software Defined Radios (SDR) interconnected with a synchronous high capacity network and
provide a flexible platform for experimental work with massive MIMO under real life
conditions. A few other testbeds based on the same design principles have been
assembled, e.g. the massive MIMO testbeds at the University of Bristol [6], Norwegian University of Science and Technology and KU Leuven in Belgium. Below is a
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summary of the design and features of the LuMaMi testbed based on the thorough and
detailed description in [2], please see this document for further details on the setup
and on massive MIMO testbed requirements and designs in general.
The LuMaMi testbed can use up to 100 coherent base station antenna elements and
can serve up to 12 single antenna users. OFDM is used and the transmission scheme
has been made as similar to LTE as possible. The bandwidth is 20 MHz us-ing an
IFFT size of 2048, meaning 1200 active sub channels with a subcarrier spac-ing of 15
kHz. Basic parameters are summarized in Table 1.
Table 5.4.1. Basic Parameters.
Nr. of coherent RF channels 100
Nr. of users
12 single antenna users/6 dual antenna
users
RF bandwidth
20 MHz
Center frequency
3.7 GHz
Output power
16 dBm per channel
Pre-coding
MRC/MRT, ZF, regularized ZF
Modulation
OFDM: 4, 16, 64, 256 QAM
Nr. of sub-carriers
1200
Sub-carrier spacing
15 kHz
The system is controlled by the host on the base station. There, operational parameters are set and operation is monitored in real time. It has an integrated Windows
controller running LabView.
The frame structure used for transmission is defined by frames of 10 ms, each divided into 10 subframes with 1 ms duration, which in turn is divided into 2 slots. Each
slot of 0.5 ms, comprises 7 OFDM symbols. The first one is an uplink pilot symbol,
where the 12 users simultaneously transmit on each 12th subcarrier in an interleaved
fashion to support uplink channel estimation. The system is using time division
duplex, TDD. The uplink pilot symbols are used also for downlink pre-coding, based
on a reciprocity calibration scheme [4]. There are also downlink em-bedded pilots to
support channel estimation and equalization at the UE side.

Fig. 5.4.1. Frame Structure.
As the establishment of the communication links are based on downlink pre-coding,
the maximum velocity supported is determined by the time between the up-link pilots
and the last downlink data symbol in the slot. With the frame structure above, a
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maximum Doppler frequency of 240 Hz can be supported in a straightfor-ward
manner. Given the carrier frequency typically used, 3.7 GHz, this thus corre-sponds to
a maximum velocity of 70 km/h. A mobility test has been performed [3], showing
successful operation at 50 km/h without any additional optimization.
The base station array has 160 dual polarized patch elements spaced half a wavelength apart. It provides 320 possible antenna ports that manually can be reconfigured. Typically, for outdoor operation, a dual polarized configuration with the upper
part of the T shaped antenna is used, resulting in a dual polarized 4x25 antenna
configuration. For indoor operation, where the elevation spread is larger, it is possible to use a more compact array structure and then the central 5x10 dual polarized part
can be used. In any case, any antenna configuration is possible and there is no
restriction on maximum antenna spacing for successful massive MIMO opera-tion.
The UEs are implemented using software defined radios (SDRs), with one or two
antennas each. The SDRs are connected to laptops for user interface and logging,
whereas the antennas of the UEs are connected with SMA-cables.
Synchronization is maintained internally at the base station through a star synchronization network transmitting a 10 MHz reference and 1 PPS signal to all units.
The UEs are synchronizing to the base station though an over the air procedure to find
the proper timing. If needed the UEs can also be disciplined by GPS reference signals
to minimize frequency offsets.
The testbed is stationed in Lund, Sweden. In general, we are open to research collaboration
and
joint
projects.
Contact
Fredrik
Tufvesson,
fredrik.tufvesson@eit.lth.se, if you have ideas to discuss. The testbed has previously been
used in the EU project MAMMOET, Massive MIMO for efficient transmission
(https://mammoet-project.eu), as an experimental platform for massive MIMO research.
The following TDs have used the testbed: TD(17)03043, TD(17)04049.
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